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when 1 recently asked some col

I wish to make no such grand clans
for the teaching of music in rhe ca

s udents the question, "Why
many answers were given:

[-adjusted, sociable, intelligent.
. I see two very basic reasons
rly childhood classroom:

1. Enrly childhood is the optitilon tLfllC of life for acquiring cer-
tain musical skills, most loportantly the skills of singing in
tune and learning to listen caroEully and perceptively. These
skills become progressively more and more difficult to acquire
as one becomes older.

For the yourig child, music is one
vehicles of communication and sel
tiles, vocalizes (partly iii a off
ten for the sheer pleamire a it)

He experiments with producing 80U
on a high chia ir, banging hlo1ks t

of the first and most natural
[-expression. The infant bab-
ort to commua te, but more of-
long before he learns to talk.
ads (kicking isl rib, banging
ogether, and so o ) and repeats

1 For the purpos. ot stmplielty, I Lmie the pr o-- "lw" to de!.1 guat.2 the
child and "nhe" to dosiimato the teacher. Ta3 i;-4 not n iMnt to haply that all
students are role or all teachers are feonlo.
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tho::e sounthri ho likos ad inlinitnm. Lator he hums and sings to

himself, accomp:mlles ropotitive aciiviLles lth rhythmic chants

ot rhythmically 1:ecited nown:4c chafal of syllables or words.

He renponds to musfe by moving to the mulAc with groat abandon.

Po I nvestigates hint ruments with great; absor1)ti0u

i 3 C
I cur; Iwtd hlm to pr tornn of in-

creasing dompfuxity and nobttoty.

'flow" Nu ,Le ii, or rather ld be, Ofle of Ilk1I1 Is muL altuTai

media of solf-oxprossion. And so it is among certain groups of

people. However, la our Westorn middle civiss society, these channels

oC rI f-expression graduaLly dry up. A8 adults, few of us express

our cxii ltatioir by leaping !)rough the air, our sorrow through plain-

tive songs, our anter in furious drum beats. Yet those of us who

aro fortunate onough to hav.?, retainod some avenue for expressing

and communicating our Luner life know how crucially important these

acts of self-expression are this creation of something from within

one's self.

We don't lave to tueh lutist children in the early childhood

classe.q to expresG themselves through music, we merely hava to nur-

ture their intijr;iL proclivity for music by giving opportunities and

eneouragemeat to explore and by guiding them in their musical growth

toward greater skill, breadth,
complexity, aad awareness of musical

language.

Tho music program, like all -ducaLion, uhiould Lc buil. around

the students' needs and capabilities. Accordingly, reflecting the

dual musical needs of children disc-mssed above, the music program

should have the same dual goals, namely, (1) to teach skills best

and most appropriately taught at a particular level, and (2) to

nurture and gi_ve room for musical creativity and self-expression.

(Sec diagram, p=44) I will now discuss in some detail the means of

achieving these goals.

THE TEACHINC OF SKILLS

As was mentioned above, the chief skill on which to cone ntrate

in early childhood is the ability to sing in tune. If there are no

physical malfunctions, this is skill every Child can achieve if

properly tal4it. If ve want to start our program "where the child

is at", wc need to examine what the general vocal characteristics

of the child are.

IL is now a well-established fact that the young child has a

limi-ed vocal range - located generally between middle C and A
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nimve ir.Z For 1 Jo
orronootwly tkuuglit

thut. di Li

d re n klve "Weut
Aithow,h tho "sweet Itiil theory is

cloy wida]y rajccind, pooy 1)floh.; (c).,nplic.d
for young chIldron-are

r4tEll full of soiwi which lro writton too high and the r:Arigc of

which roo hiv, tor thom.

In tholr encolln
I liii young, tho reit

of tha Pillnhury wi&a_ h n uoupod die vocal produtions of young

children into two broad catogorto:
Hie chant and the2 1ong.3 The

"chant" Ls a form of group or public singing.
Children evolve these

chants and sing them spontaneously together. Rei,earehers found (as

Kodaly and Ortf alt;o had found) that rho most natural interval for

children, the "universal chant of childhood",
is tha minor third:

-mi. The chant is highly repetitive.
Extensive 1130 5s made Of

"reciting tones" in a way similar to the psalm tones used in

Gregorian chant, the "message"
being sung on a single note with:an

inflection at tfie heg,in ing and at
the end.

The rhy hm eithtr fellows the rhythm of the words or is strongly

repetitive.

The song, on the oLher hand, makes use of all melodIc intervals,

and the range may be quite largo. It is not necessarily tonal; its

rhythm is free and flexible:

The child siiiss freely,
esnecially when he is moving (on

foot or on a wheel toy) in a high Place (on the stage, a

block pile, in the tree) and when he is playing quietly by

himself. Song is essentially
produced by the child for

himself. It is not related to the group tempo (even when

sung in
counterpoint to group

chanting): it is not repeti-

tive in foto; and even wben the child repeats
the same ver-

bal_ phrase, he is apt to sing a different
melody to it each

These songs seem to be experimental in character,

2Robert Sn th, Musl n the Child's Eeluca elon New York, N.Y.: Ronald

Pref;s Co., 1970), Cii. 2, Th Early Childhood Vocal Program.

3Pi1Isbury roundatioft,
Nusic ut Youlq Children (p phl,e00 [It General
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analogous to the child's e.irlier experiments with instr -
mental sound. They aro experimen s with melody. And we
notice that whereas the form of the chant remains fixed,
the child's songs change: as time goes on, the group
chants basically are still as they wore at first whereas
the individual child's songs begin to assume personal
characteristics. W have observed that this happens, and
it would seem logical that it should happen; for it is
necessary for group expressions, like group symbols, to
maintain unvarying and immediately recognizable forms if
they are to be potent and apt for communal use. The indi-
vidual child, singing for himself, is subjected to no such
necessity and so can change and develop his song5 as he

Grolp singing is obviously public singing; thus, It sh uld
take its point of departure from the "chant". IL should be in a
limited range, with many repeated patterns - rhythmic and melodic.
The so-mi interval should be the basic most frequently used inter-
val. The most logical sequence for vocal development has been
worked out by exponents of the Kodaly method. Recently several vol-
umes of songs for North American children have appeared. These are
listed et the end of the article. In addition, the teacher can
create her own material. It is quite simple to sing nursery rhymes
on so-mi, later so-mi-la intervals. Calling the roll with these
intervals is another excellent activity; it gives the teacher a
chance to evaluate individual children's vocal development. A note
of caution: if a child sings back in a range higher or lower than
the one the teacher sang in, repeat the question in his range.

Singing should be sparsely, or not at all, accompanied. If

unsure of herself, the teacher may play the melody on the piano or
bells as she sings. Elaborate accompaniments make it difficult for
the child to pick out the melody from the tonal barrage - it may
make the singing appear much better than it actually is.

If the teacher follows the Kodaly sequence (progressing from
so-A to so-mi-la to micre-do to do-re-mi-so-la, etc.) of singing,
her students will be singing songs predominantly in the pentatonic
scale. It is quite unnecessary to force trnditionpl major-minor
chordal accompaniments on these songs. The teacher must romenber,
that the major-minor harmonic system is not the only one of the many
systems of tonal organization, even if it is a _Ample and most
familiar one.
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When the toaclier does Use an accom- t last ruineilt , the

gittar or autoharp is prof rabic to tho piano. Et is less overpow-

ering. It allows the teacher to sit on the Floor with the children

instead of towering above them, with her hack to them. Tln2 auto-

harp 18 a simple, versatile instrument that children, too, can learn

to play both for accompaniment mid in their own pie

A word about the "private" soug of ehildreo: although public

or )up singing shoutd not be patterned OR private singing, it 1.3

crucially important to nurture and eneourage the latter. One simple

way of doing this is by allowing the child to sing when and how he

wishes. The child's private songs will typically not occur during

"music time". Be will sing while moving around, while reading or

painting. The teacher must realize that when music is a vital chan-

nel of self-expression, it is enmeshed in life and must not be

separated by artificial barriers like scheduling. Teachers who have

worked in open classrooms know how quickly students and teachers

adjust to the higher noise level which such freedom of expression

will create. The child singing to himself in a corner is far less

distracting to other children than the teacher constantly pleading

for quiet.

It is also important to praise children for their original

songs - invite them to share their song with the rest of the class

or teach it to them. The teacher might offer to tape the child's

song.. Encouragement should never invade privacy. If the child is

embarrassed by being overheard, the teacher should respect the

child's desire for p

A third important way of enceuraging the private song is by

allowing the child to listen to music which has musical character-

istics similar to his own music. His song is often atonal, rhyth-

mically free and flexible, often jagged, with large leaps. Two

large categories of music have some of these characteristics: con-

temporary music and early or non-Western music.

The teacher, alas, may not enjoy the music of Schoenberg,

Berg, Webern, Bartok, Cage, Boulez, Crumb, Feldman, Berio (to name

a few contemporary composers whose vocal music children might enjoy),

but that is no reason for depriving children from exposure to all

this music. Who knows, the teacher may learn to hear the music

through the childtens' ears and learn to like it.

It has been said that the child's development recapitulates

the development_of the human race. Children enjoy and identify

wit so-called "primitive" music. Interestingly, you will note

how group singing will resemble children's chant while solo sing-

ing s free flow resembles and shares characteristics with the

7
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child's private song. The instruments us I to accompany much of
this singing will resemble the child's own 4iccomnpauLment ins rument,
heavily relying on clapping and percussion ruments.

Folk music, like the child's music, is enmeshed in life. Itis not an experience reserved for special times only, but arises
from and accompanies daily life - work, the hunt, religious festi-vities. A word of caution about the word "primitive": ft has, unfo
tunately, a pejorative connotation of backwardness. No one who has
listened to the breath-taking complexity oE African drums or the
mysterious quality of Japanese temple music could possibly describe
these as simple or backward.

The teacher who is to nurture idren's uisicality must develop
an appreciation of all music. If her notion of what is music is lim-
ited to Western tonal music produced during. the 18th and 19th centu-
ries, she will not be able to appreciate children's music, whichmore
clos ly resembles "primitive" and contemporary music.

Next to vocal development, the mo t important area of skill
development is the development of aural peteeptiveness. Two aspects
must be considered when training the child's ear. One is to train
the child to really listen. As we adapt to our environment, one of
the things we learn to do is to shut out stimuli which do not seem
relevant. This is a necessary process, for if we were constantly
aware of all the stimuli bombarding our senses, we would be driven
mad. Yet in the process of learning to cope with all these stimuli,
our senses become generally sluggish. Rather than allowing all our
senses to become dull, we should learn to selectively focus on a
given stimulus - becoming aware of all the aspects, the nuances of
this one stimulus. Asking children to shut their eyes and listen
to all the sounds in the room is an ex ellent exercise Playing
first one, then a succession of two notes on any instr ments and
asking children to tell you all they can about the notes is another
excellent exercise.

The second aspect of ear-training invo1vs raising to a con-
scious level knowledge that is already part of a child on a subcon-
scious level. Children who have been experimenting with sounding
objects (instruments) know that different sounding bodies produce
different sounds, that different ways of hitting or plucking the
same object also produce different sounds. fihe teacher needs to
make such subconscious knowledge conscious and organized. Children
should recognize the sounds of classroom instruments and sounds of
their environment. They should be able to classify sounds according
to the manner of sound production and, listening to records of un-
familiar instruments, recognize whether the instrumut is a wind,
string, or percussion instrument.
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Ch_ldrea a Lso iii;t: inetiveiy "feel the boat", ite rhythm of

music. Through wall k lug he beat while singing, walking the heat und

clapping the rhythm oil a sough rictiug to the tempo of a p,toce

through, movement, ocho-claWun short rhythmic patterns, recognizing

a song by Its clapped rhythm. children can become conscious of rhyth-

mic elements. A child's most natural response to mule is through

movement. This desire to mcwe should he respected and utilized by

the toucher. Rather Hein asking for verbal responses, the teacher

should ask for movement 'respOW3QH tO show awareness of such musical

concepts as tempo, rhythm, dynamics, melodic contour, change of

timbre, and repetition oC musical ideas.

SELF-EXPRE SION

By now it is ap-a-0 the reader that, even though I have
been discussing means to ach_ ve skill-oriented goals, much relating

to self-expressive aspects of music has already crept into the dis-

cussion. This is unavoidable since the two goals (skills and self-

expression) are part of one unified music program whose separate

components constantly interact.

Below follows a more detatJed discussion of ways of achieving

the second goal, namely, nurtqring music as a erectly_ _elf-

exi)ressive medium. A quote from the Pillsbury study best summarizes

the child's needs in this areaz

To produce his own :usic, a young child's first need, we

find, is freedom - freedom to move about in-pursuit of his

ova interests and purposes, and freedom to make the sounds

appropriate to them. He needs to be allowed to set up his

wn sort of society wittt adult help only where needed. He

ould be provided with materials and be given experiences

which will enrich his living. He needs technical help in

gaining skills, but this should be given only when he shows

readiness and need for it, and therefore we keep it always

secondary and sensitivo to bis own urge for expression and

growth.5

The most effective way to provide the child with materia s for

exploration and creation is to set up a music center. This center

shonld be available to the who wants to avail himself of it,

for fairly long, undisturbed perIods of time.

The music center or covner should be furnished with a variety

bury Foundation, op.
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or insteuments. It Is important to buy Ins turnouts wiih gond musi-
cal quatitiM The traditional rhythm band set is seldom a bargain.
It would be far better to buy a good tambourine, cymbols, xylophone,
and autoharp, The teacher, pupils, and parents can make the rest
of the tnstraments. In my course for prospective teachers, one of
the assignmehts I give is to invent and construct an original
strument. The wealth of beautiful-looking, beautiful-sounding
instrumentn which are turned in at the end of the semester is a c_n-
NI:not rimlind,oT that ono 'wed no wpcnd a foyLnne to (flAafil

in8trumentH.

In buying or CunsLrtict ing ins I ruments on( ought to keep in
mind four factors: the Instrument. should be fairly sturdy, should
look attractive, have a mnsical sound, nnd afford many opportunities
for exploration. The last quality is very important. There should
be many ways of producing sounds with every instrument. Obviously
the teacher must never "demonstrate" how an instrument should be
played. That is one of the important discoveries for the child to
make. In addition to "musical instruments", the children should be
encouraged to bring other interesting sounds to contribute to the
music corner.

The role of the teacher, when the child is working by himself
or with classniates in the music center, is that of an observer,
appreciator, 4nd helper - when help is needed. How and when should
the teacher 1t4ip? If a child nppears to be bored or aimless, the
teacher may $4t him a problem to solve: "Can you arrange ail these
instruments from highest to lowest?" or "Can you try making very
soft sounds?" She may clap a simple rhythmic pattern and ask him

play it bakk, or she may have a "musical conversation" with the
child. By rolMical zonversation I mean an activity where the
teacher and child choose an array of inst uments and compose a
piece of musU together.

In additior to these individual activities, there are group
activities whose benefits will result in growth. The effects of
these group aotivities may be observed in the quality of the chil s

work in the mvisic center.

One of the first sources of fascination for the child is in
tone color. The teacher should encourage children to find as many
sounds as poskible. "How else could you play the drum?" rub the
mallet on the head, on the side, scrape with fingernails, drop mar-
bles on it, etc.). Keep asking for newer and newer ways - encourage
the child to go beyond the obvious. At all times, the teacher
should encourage careful listening. Did the children discover
scraping, rubbing, on the drum? Now let's see if they can recognize
these sounds with their eyes closed - for example, can the children

50
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(11!; or chat di lerent 1fl1 J 1 it makc di fforen nntild!t Wi tho dr m?

Now let them rmmi zi the mAllet being tit;ed w WI thmr I r eyem; closed.,

Lot vim ii drin di ;cover the Nnundf; of the envi )nment.

"aural walks" - colleor all rho Houndf; hoard in a field, a city

stroet, the school yard. Ltsten to the sounds tn the classroom

when everything it; seemin- ly !Olont. WCre the :woods WO, Low,

short, long? 1,4;vt there o rhythmic pattern - could they vi ap the

pottern (for Nwspic, f )tstops inov ii pair the room)?

ANIL childrOU to elticover ail the sounds tf ,y can produce with

paper, with waLor. Try a grnup compusition of all paper sounds.

Decide on such questions as, "How should we start, soft or loud,

ryorle playing together or one person beginning; should we get

louder, softer, fas! slower?" Such questions make children con-

sciously aware of basic compositional devices - seeking unity, eon-

-t''ast:, ways to achieve or release tension. When you listen to chil-

dren's improvisations, you realize that children often instinctively

know how to achieve temcion-release, unity-contrast, and so on.

The authors of Lime Pillsbury Foundation Report hypothesize that

many of Olt child rhythmic improvisations have their bases in

physical activity. Thus, a little pattern with a crescendo, accel-

erando - climax (perhaps a loud whack on the drum) followed by a

short decelerando mny have its origin in a physical activity such

as running, gathering momentum, jumping up, falling and landing on

the uound. Thus, many so-called compositional devices might have

their origin in muscular movements common to most children. And so

these compositional devices would not be foreign or esoteric to the

child. However, he needs to become consciously aware of them if he

ts to grow in sophistication so that he can use these devices to

express himself in more complex and subtle ways.

Imitating compositional devices heard on records is another

excellent way of growing in e-xpressive possibilities. For example

after noving to jazz recordings, children should note the alterna-

tion of solo-chorus sections. This might help young children who

are initially very uncooperative about improvising in a group (often

each child tries to drown out everyone else). The solo-chorus alter-

nation allows individual outbursts after group playing. The child

is also challenged to play his most exciting patterns during his

solo. Listening to gradual build-ups followed by gradual decline is

another good pattern for children to imitate in group composition.

This encourages careful listening each child has to be aurally

aware uf what in going on (is everyone crescendoing, have we reached

the climmx, a e 40 getting softer?).

Listening to a recording -f African drum music, the children I
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worked wi Lit th yuzi r picket up and Imitated the structure of that
piece. First, each erforwr plays his repeating pattern individu-
ally, then all these patterns ire added together 1 lit one exciting,
highty COmplex text-Ain!.

The possibilities are endless. The teacher will find that if
8ho listens perceptively, asking herself, "How is this piece put to-
gether?", she w1.11 be able to come up with many such structural sug -

hnet I rom the rerurds the children are I istentuir I:o.

The teacher can also introduce mt -1 concepts as Inspiration
for group improvisation. For example, children can be asked to ex-
periment with their shortest and longest possible sounds, vocal as
well as -instrumental. It is a good idea to combine this activity

th movement letting children move and sing their shortest-longest
movements-sound- simultaneously. Then let them Improvise a piece,
alternating sections of short-long unds-movements.

Concepts of different textut (solo, uni on solo with accom-
paliment, counterpoint) are othel good sources for improvisational
suggestions. Here, too, movement and musical Improvisation should
be done together.

Musical activities often happen outside the music period and
music center. As has been suggested, singing often happens when
the child is engaged in other activities or just sitting quietly.
The puppet corner is another likely place for musical creativity to
happen, especially if some musical instruments are casually included
with other props. The teacher who puts a few musical instruments in
the puppet corner might be very pleasantly surprised to find that
instead of just drama, grand opera is now taking place there.

IN SUMMARY, it_ should be reiterated that the child, if his
creativity is to be nurtured, needs an environment rich both in ma-

terials and experiences. The teacher, for her part, must respect
the child's needs and desires. She must not measure the success of
the child's musical achievements by her own standards of what is
"good music" - this standard is very often derived from knowledge
and appreciation of one very narrow segment of the world's music
(18th-19th century Western music). She must realize that it is
the learning-creative process which her students are undergoing, and
that quality and quantity of these processes are important, and not
some final product (for example, a Christmas concert of rhythm band
nrA singing).
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FOR FURTHER READ- G

Koda,ey nahod:

cloicsy, Lois, The Kodaly 1LZcd. Englewood Cliffs, N. : Front ce

1-11., 1974 (included are 158 excellent folk songs f North

for children).

On EvtezzAve Alovuent:

Lamals, geth, 'Movement and Music

Anwrican Xducation, M.E,N.C,

The c1ctic Cxrjcu1uni of

GgAuaelo6ovati, n on Yotov Chit1nele.6 Nee46 and Capab.ait2e6=

The Pillsrury Toundation Study, Music of Young Children, I, 37.

Jones, Betty, What ds Music for Young Children? National Associa

clam for Nursery Education, 1958.

Ratert, Music in the Child's gducati n. New York, N.Y.:

Kmajd Press Co., 1970.

6ot CAtatixe PAojectb:

Bias A lhonas, and Pogonowski, ?1.M.C.P. Znteraction. No date.

fjabLe frorntledia Materials, I., P.O. Box 533 avdonia,

10954.

far, R. gUrTay, When Words .sinq. 197d. Available fronl

Rotondo]. Music Ltd., 651 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario,

SeU, GKyrge, Mew Sounds in Class: A Contenporarg Approach to MuSc.

tintversal Edition, 1967. Available from Barandol Kusie (c.a.

Wove) .

a!r, Jolln, and Peter As on Sound

Crecltdve Mtisio. Cambr dge, Sn

nd Silence: Classroom Projects

land, 1970.

Soig 041k4i0)16:

Cha.ksy, c.f. Kodaly Method, above.

SmitbL, -1eorillard,
Discovering Musa:c Together. Early Childhood Volume,

toLlee Pub.
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